NIH ETHICS OFFICE ASSIGNMENTS

Holli Beckerman Jaffe  
Senior Policy Officer  
Director, NIH Ethics Office (NEO)  
Deputy Ethics Counselor, OD

OD Ethics Office

Theodore Dougenik  
Ethics Specialist  
OD Employees N-Z  
Adv Cmt - NSABB

Julie Martinez  
Ethics Specialist  
OD Employees G-M  
Adv Cmt - NSABB

Tonya Willis  
Ethics Specialist  
OD Employees A-F  
Adv Cmt - NExTRAC

Amie Sidique  
Policy Analyst  
Contractor  
NEES/EMIS

Division of IC Operations and Liaison

Team I  
Sherri Park  
Supervisory Ethics Specialist

Avraham Gross  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NICHD, NIDDK, NIMHD  
Adv Cmt: CCRHB  
Back-up: Joe Pardi, NEAC Coordinator

Brian Boykins  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NCATS, NHLBI, NLM*  
Adv Cmt: OARAC  
Back-up: Annie Joseph, Protocols

Annie Joseph  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NIAMS, NIMH, NINDS  
Adv Cmt: COC  
Back-up: Brian Boykins

Vacant  
Ethics Specialist

Linda Simmons  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NCI, NIA  
Adv Cmt: ACRWH  
Back-up: Sharon Harris

Team II  
Kimberly Cuozzo  
Supervisory Ethics Specialist

Team III  
Kevette Burwell  
Supervisory Ethics Specialist

Team IV  
Kiszi McKenzie  
Supervisory Ethics Specialist

Avraham Gross  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NICHD, NIDDK, NIMHD  
Adv Cmt: CCRHB  
Back-up: Joe Pardi, NEAC Coordinator

Brian Boykins  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NCATS, NHLBI, NLM*  
Adv Cmt: OARAC  
Back-up: Annie Joseph, Protocols

Annie Joseph  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NIAMS, NIMH, NINDS  
Adv Cmt: COC  
Back-up: Brian Boykins

Vacant  
Ethics Specialist

Linda Simmons  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NCI, NIA  
Adv Cmt: ACRWH  
Back-up: Sharon Harris

Sharon Harris  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: CSR, NIBIB, NIDR  
Adv Cmt: IACC*  
Back-up: Linda Simmons

Marcus Johnson  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: FIC, NHGRI, NIAAA  
Adv Cmt: ACDDIR  
Back-up: Joe Pardi

Bianca McNeill  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: NCI, NIA, NIEHS, NLM*  
Adv Cmt: IACC  
Back-up: Avraham Gross

Joe Pardi  
Ethics Specialist  
IC: CC, CIT  
NEAC/S20 & Protocol Coordinator  
Back-up: Bianca McNeill

Christina Barnett  
Management Analyst  
NEES/EMIS

Stoney Hopkins  
Program Assistant  
NEO Action Coordinator

*Indicates temporary assignment
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